Peppa Pig™ House Instructions
What’s included:
2 x large walls

2 x square
roof pieces

Thick icing to glue the
house together

The Peppa
Pig™ Family

Blue, white, pink,
green and orange icing
for decorations

Yellow milk
chocolate beans
2 x small walls

How to build the house:
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Lay all of your biscuits and icing out so you have
everything in front of you.

Take the two large walls, outline the windows
with the white icing, fill with blue icing, then
apply the white cross for the window panes.
Now decorate your flowers with the pink, green
and white icing.
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Next take your two smaller walls and fill in the
windows and flowers again. Leave all of the walls
lying flat to dry.

Decorate the roof tiles on the roof pieces with
the orange icing.
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Now it’s time to paint the Peppa Pig ™ family!
For Daddy Pig, use the green icing first, then
blend in some blue icing to create the right
colour. Then colour Mummy Pig in orange,
Peppa Pig ™ in pink (of course) and George in
blue.

Once your house pieces have dried, use the
thick icing and apply a line to one of the long
edges of each small wall. Then take a large wall
and press the large and small wall together,
along the iced line. Repeat with the remaining
two walls.
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Now apply a line of thick icing to the inside
length of the large walls (as shown in the
picture). Leave icing to firm up.

Next take your roof pieces and apply thick icing
lines on the reverse of each piece, along the
two, shorter apex sides.
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Finish your house by applying yellow icing to all
the edges and joins. You can also decorate with
the chocolate beans.

Now all that’s left to do is to place your Peppa
Family next to the house and you have the
perfect party piece.

Share your pictures with us @TheLittleTreatsBakery

www.thelittletreatsbakery.co.uk

